Get your phone system up and running quickly
and easily with SB Phone Appliance.
M350 Appliance PBX System

Zero Noise and Low Power

SB Phone M350 Appliance comes tested and
ready to use right out of the box up to 25 users.

The M350 is Industry's smallest PBX enclosure
(192 x 210 x 62mm, 2.5L) The M350 permits
fanless operation (natural air convection via
hundreds of tiny holes) for TDP < 10 watts and
CPU-only fan for TDP <= 65watts.

Certified Phones
SB Phone Appliance is built with fully tested
hardware proven to work seamlessly with most
IP Phone in the market as AASTRA, Cisco etc.

Mounting Options
SB Phone Appliance can be mounted wherever
you need it. The hardware comes with wall
mounting or freestanding option.

Smart Power Button
The M350 power button can be disabled by
means of removing a jumper, thus preventing
accidental ON/OFF actions. An additional
jumper activates an "always ON after power
loss' automatic pulse generator that will start
up the phone system every time power is
applied.

Telephony Expansion Capability
While SB Phone Appliance is designed for small
and medium-sized businesses, that doesn’t
mean we skimp on feature, functions or
benefits. In fact, SB Phone Appliance can scale
up to 100 users.

Increased Air Flow
PBX systems are often kept in enclosed rooms
with poor air circulation and cooling. This can
lead to overheating and component failure. SB
Phone Appliance’s superior airflow ensures that
your system stays cool even under the harshest
conditions.
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How the M350 Benefit your Business?
The M350 sophisticated office phone system is ideal for small business and branch offices, supporting
up to 25 IP phones. VoIP technology is ideal for any business because include amazing feature that
improve your business image and employees instantly.
Give your business a professional look and feel “Press 1 for Sales, Press 2 for Support, 3 For Customer
Service or 0 for the operator, also have your voicemails sent directly to your email as wav file
attachments with text message notification.
There is no reason for the accounting department to answer the phone when the call is for the sales
department and vice versa, if the sales department answer the phone calls and try to find some one in
accounting, automatically he or she loose the concentration on the job ending in cost of money for
your business and waste of productivity for your employee, also you may have Spanish speaking
prospect and customers who call in, at soon the caller listen an English speaking will hangs up
immediately.
How the M350 phone system fits in the economy situation?
Today's economic force many businesses to reduce the monthly expenses by reducing phone cost and
office space. As you know, automatically you save up to 70% in your phone bill by purchasing the M350
VoIP phone system for your business, you also have the advantage of remote workers connected to your
office from anywhere in the world.
Having employees in United States, China, Latin America, Puerto Rico or any other country doesn't
make difference in your phone bill, because all calls between them and your office are totally free,
you can transfer calls to them and they can transfer calls to you without international fees as they
were behind your desk.
Take your desk phone with you, forward calls to your mobile or use a softphone it's doesn't matter, you
will have access to all the same communication you would have at the office.
Do you do international business? Having virtual numbers in any part of the world is economic and
profitable with VoIP technology; offer a better way to communicate with new customers and prospect
with a virtual phone number, waving them long distance calls put your business in first option because
they prefer more a live person than en email.
Now you don't have to increase your office space and expenses, just hire more remote sellers or
technical support agents using their internet connection and computers to work for you business at no
extra cost.
SB Phone offer onsite installation service for VoIP business telephony by our professional certified
technicians on selecting areas in South Florida and Puerto Rico. Contact us for more information and
our specialist will be glad to assist you with all your business communication need.
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